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It Ends with Us Custard Books
A blizzard has trapped this rancher with
the one thing he wants under his tree—his
ex! Don’t miss this sizzling Westmoreland
Legacy: The Outlaws novel by New York Times
bestselling author Brenda Jackson. When a
holiday blizzard traps him with his ex
things really heat up! It's been ten years
since she broke his heart, but Leslie
Cassidy's elegance still stuns rugged
Alaskan executive Sloan Outlaw. Now, thanks
to a ruthless enemy targeting Leslie's
company, Sloan can use his wealth and
influence for something nice—and something
naughty. He'll save her company—if she'll
spend a week with him at his luxurious
winter retreat! But when a snowstorm keeps
them cabin-bound, this notorious Outlaw
will discover that getting what he wants
for Christmas might be more than he
bargained for… From Harlequin Desire: A
luxurious world of bold encounters and
sizzling chemistry. Love triumphs in these
uplifting romances, part of the

Westmoreland Legacy: The Outlaws series:
Book 1: The Wife He Needs Book 2: The
Marriage He Demands Book 3: What He Wants
for Christmas Book 4: What Happens on
Vacation...
Well Hung Harper Collins
Chase Williams is a demon hunter in the Circle, or at least he was
supposed to be. On his fifteenth birthday, Chase stepped up to the altar to
claim his elemental power, but it never came. Elemental magic is passed
down to a hunter through the bloodline, but on Chase's birthday, the
bloodline stopped. Exiled without the Circle's protection, Chase has spent
two years trying to survive a world riddled with half-demons and magic.
When he has a run in with a frightened and seemingly innocent demon, he
learns the Circle's agenda has changed: the Circle plans to unlock a portal
and unleash pure-blood demons into the world. Vowing to stop them, and
knowing he can't do it alone, Chase forms a reluctant alliance with Rayna -
a sexy witch with an attitude and a secret. In their attempt to stop them,
Chase and Rayna find themselves in the middle of the Circle's plan,
leaving one of them to decide what their friendship is worth, and the
other's life depending on it.
Fahrenheit 451 Harlequin
Carefully edited for modern readers to allow for easier reading
Obsessed with the secret of creation, Swiss scientist Dr. Victor
Frankenstein cobbles together a body he's determined to bring to
life. And one fateful night, he does. When the creature opens his
eyes, the doctor is repulsed: his vision of perfection is, in fact, a
hideous monster. Dr. Frankenstein abandons his creation, but the
monster won't be ignored, setting in motion a chain of violence
and terror that shadows Victor to his death. Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein, a gripping story about the ethics of creation and the
consequences of trauma, is one of the most influential Gothic
novels in British literature. It is as relevant today as it is haunting.
Anything He Wants: The Meeting (#1) St. Martin's Griffin
From New York Times Bestselling Author Lauren Blakely comes a
HOT new standalone romance...Here's what you need to know

about me -- I'm well-off, well-hung and quick with a joke. Women like
a guy who makes them laugh. Even better if he's loyal and hard-
working. That's me.Enter Natalie. Hot, sexy, smart, and my new
assistant. Which makes her totally off limits...Hey, I'm a good guy.
Really. I do my best to stay far away from the kind of temptation she
brings to work. Until one night in Vegas...Yeah, you've heard this
one before. Bad news on the business front, drowning our sorrows in
a few too many Harvey Wallbangers, and then I'm banging her. In
my hotel room. In her hotel room. Behind the Titanic slot machine at
the Flamingo (don't ask). And before I can make her say "Oh God
right there YES!" one more time, we're both saying yes--the big
yes--at a roadside chapel in front of a guy in press-on sideburns and
a shiny gold leisure suit.We'll just untie the knot in the morning,
right?The trouble is . . . I don't know how to keep my hands off my
soon-to-be ex-wife.
Half Past Midnight Lulu.com
A broken spirit... Having suffered through an emotionally abusive
childhood, self-doubt constantly plagued the shy and reserved Noelle
Greene. When she finds herself at a crossroads in her life, entering into a
relationship is the last thing on her mind...until she meets James. She soon
finds herself in over her head when James makes an offer not of love, but
of convenience. A fractured soul... James Rothschild has one goal in life:
to be powerful enough to overshadow his shameful past. In order to
achieve his goal he clawed his way to the top of the business world,
associated with all the right people, and dated women with impeccable
pedigree. When he meets Noelle, she's just what he's looking for...in a
mistress. Noelle is consumed by James' commanding presence, and
immediately falls for him. Though she's willing to give him whatever he
wants, will James realize Noelle is exactly what he needs before it's too
late?

Want CreateSpace
THE GREAT GATSBY BY F. SCOTT FITZGERALD Key
features of this book: * Unabridged with 100% of it’s original
content * Available in multiple formats: eBook, original
paperback, large print paperback and hardcover * Easy-to-read
12 pt. font size * Proper paragraph formatting with Indented
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first lines, 1.25 Line Spacing and Justified Paragraphs * Properly
formatted for aesthetics and ease of reading. * Custom Table of
Contents and Design elements for each chapter * The Copyright
page has been placed at the end of the book, as to not impede the
content and flow of the book. Original publication: 1925 The
Great Gatsby - The story of the mysteriously wealthy Jay Gatsby
and his love for the beautiful Daisy Buchanan, This book is F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s third book and stands as the supreme
achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this classic
novel of the Jazz Age has been acclaimed by generations of
readers which depicts the life of lavish parties on Long Island is
an exquisitely crafted tale of America in the 1920s. This book is
great for schools, teachers and students or for the casual reader,
and makes a wonderful addition to any classic literary library At
Pure Snow Publishing we have taken the time and care into
formatting this book to make it the best possible reading
experience. We specialize in publishing classic books and have
been publishing books since 2014. We now have over 500 book
listings available for purchase. Enjoy!
A Crooked Line St. Martin's Griffin
"In the vein of 50 Shades of Grey, the first in an erotic trilogy from
bestselling author C.C. Gibbs!" --

All He Wants Anything He Wants & Castaway
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available
for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition
allows young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy
and love of a classic that will now reach an even wider
audience. "Once there was a tree...and she loved a little boy." So
begins a story of unforgettable perception, beautifully written
and illustrated by the gifted and versatile Shel Silverstein. This
moving parable for all ages offers a touching interpretation of
the gift of giving and a serene acceptance of another's capacity
to love in return. Every day the boy would come to the tree to
eat her apples, swing from her branches, or slide down her
trunk...and the tree was happy. But as the boy grew older he
began to want more from the tree, and the tree gave and gave
and gave. This is a tender story, touched with sadness, aglow
with consolation. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a
bestselling children's book author and illustrator began with
Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of
picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a
Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece

Meets the Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and
of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends,
A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump
the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss the other Shel
Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk Ends and A Light in the
Attic!
Anything He Wants: Castaway (#3) Pocket Books
"The Renegades are a syndicate of prodigies--humans with
extraordinary abilities--who emerged from the ruins of a crumbled
society and established peace and order where chaos reigned. As
champions of justice, they remain a symbol of hope and courage to
everyone--except the villains they once overthrew. Nova has a reason
to hate the Renegades, and she is on a mission for vengeance. As she
gets closer to her target, she meets Adrian, a Renegade boy who
believes in justice"--Amazon.com.
Everything I Want St. Martin's Griffin
Chase Thornton is out for blood when he learns of his fiancé's
hidden agenda. Filled with rage and the pent up sexual energy
that seems to peak only when in the presence of his innocent
soon to be ex sister in law, Chase sets his sights on a new
mission. To destroy the wayward Celine, and enrapture her
younger sister Delia in this tale of family intrigue and revenge
where one man's thirst for vengeance just might lead him down
the road to his salvation.
The Betrothed St. Martin's Griffin
She never met a man like him before, a powerful billionaire who always
gets what he wants. Now she's about to enter an exclusive world of
glittering opulence and all-consuming passion—where she'll explore the
darkest reaches of her own desire. Seduced into a job as "personal
assistant" to billionaire CEO Jeremiah Hamilton, Lucy Delacourt has all
but signed her body over to him, promising to do anything he wants. Now
she's Paris-bound and determined to resist him and the diamond-studded
world of the ultra-rich. But Jeremiah isn't interested in forcing Lucy to
obey a simple contract. He knows exactly what he wants: his new
assistant's complete surrender. And Lucy finds, to her horror, that the price
she has to pay might be something she secretly craves. Don't miss the other
installments of the scorching serial novel Anything He Wants: The
Meeting (Part 1), The Secret (Part 3), The Rescue (Part 4) and The
Betrayal (Part 5) available now!

Knight's Mistress Perfection Learning
The struggle of three brothers to stay together after their parent's
death and their quest for identity among the conflicting values
of their adolescent society.
The Giving Tree St. Martin's Griffin
She never met a man like him before, a powerful billionaire who always

gets what he wants. Now she's about to enter an exclusive world of
glittering opulence and all-consuming passion—where she'll explore the
darkest reaches of her own desire. Lucy Delacourt's office temp position
isn't quite her dream job but it pays the bills...barely. The highlight of her
day is riding the elevator in the mornings with a handsome stranger. Tall,
dark, and sexy as hell, Lucy knows he's way out of her league, but a girl
can look, right? Everything changes the day the stranger seduces her.
Completely out of character, she yields without a fight, but she has no idea
her wanton acts with a man whose name she doesn't know will change her
life forever. Because the sexy stranger is none other than Jeremiah
Hamilton, billionaire CEO of Hamilton Industries, and one taste isn't nearly
enough to satisfy his need. Don't miss the other installments of the
scorching serial novel Anything He Wants: The Contract (Part 2), The
Secret (Part 3) and The Rescue (Part 4) and The Betrayal (Part 5) available
now!
All I Want For Christmas Heinemann International Incorporated
In this “brave and heartbreaking novel that digs its claws into you
and doesn’t let go, long after you’ve finished it” (Anna Todd, New
York Times bestselling author) from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of All Your Perfects, a workaholic with a too-good-
to-be-true romance can’t stop thinking about her first love. Lily
hasn’t always had it easy, but that’s never stopped her from working
hard for the life she wants. She’s come a long way from the small
town where she grew up—she graduated from college, moved to
Boston, and started her own business. And when she feels a spark
with a gorgeous neurosurgeon named Ryle Kincaid, everything in
Lily’s life seems too good to be true. Ryle is assertive, stubborn,
maybe even a little arrogant. He’s also sensitive, brilliant, and has a
total soft spot for Lily. And the way he looks in scrubs certainly
doesn’t hurt. Lily can’t get him out of her head. But Ryle’s
complete aversion to relationships is disturbing. Even as Lily finds
herself becoming the exception to his “no dating” rule, she can’t
help but wonder what made him that way in the first place. As
questions about her new relationship overwhelm her, so do thoughts
of Atlas Corrigan—her first love and a link to the past she left behind.
He was her kindred spirit, her protector. When Atlas suddenly
reappears, everything Lily has built with Ryle is threatened. An
honest, evocative, and tender novel, It Ends with Us is “a glorious
and touching read, a forever keeper. The kind of book that gets
handed down” (USA TODAY).
Fahrenheit 451 Simon and Schuster
For fans of 50 Shades Of Grey and contemporary romance... the
Billionaire's Seduction series!This book contains the first four parts
of the series:All That He Wants - Part 1All That He Desires - Part
2All That He Demands - Part 3All That He Requires - Part
4---------------Lily Ross was having another miserable day at work
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when tall, dark, and stunningly handsome walked in and swept her off
her feet.Over one passionate weekend, mysterious Connor Brooks
leads Lily through a world of sensual delights and showers her with
wealth and extravagance beyond her wildest dreams.But every
forbidden fruit comes with a price.Connor is not the man he claims to
be, and dangerous figures from his past are lurking in the shadows,
waiting to destroy him - and Lily, too, if she gets in their
way.Because of frank depictions of sexuality and use of profanity, All
That He Wants Volume 1 is intended for Mature Audiences only.All
That He Wants (Volume 1) is 125,000 words.
Anything He Wants: The Contract (#2) Forever
Return to a world of opulence and seduction with the third serial
installment of CASTAWAY, the continuation of the New York
Times bestselling miniseries ANYTHING HE WANTS! Jeremiah
Hamilton is not a man inclined to forgive, and now a broken-hearted
Lucy is left shattered and desperate to get back home to her mundane
life. There, she can nurse a broken heart and try to go back to normal
far away from danger. But the promise of safety is an illusion.
Someone has marked her as a target, and believes her to be the key to
revenge against the Hamilton family. There is nowhere Lucy can
hide...but help is about to come from an unlikely source.
The Road Simon and Schuster
Katherine Hart is thrilled to be recruited by Knight Enterprises,
the most prestigious venture-capital company in the world. That
is, until she makes the acquaintance of the company's infamous
CEO, Dominic Knight. At thirty-two, Dominic is a self-made
billionaire with a fearsome ambition and a temper to match. He
is also impossibly attractive and dangerously charming when he
wants to be. To Kate, Dominic seems like the perfect predator,
and she resolves to be cautious despite the obvious chemistry
between them, telling herself she can always leave if Dominic
grows too demanding. What she doesn't know is that the
decision isn't hers to make... Dominic Knight has found a new
plaything, and Mr. Knight always gets what he wants.
Animal Farm Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
The Doomsday Clock gauges the threat of nuclear war. Currently, the
clock is set at six minutes before midnight. What happens after the
hands reach midnight? Survivalist Leeland Dawcett finds out when
he and his family are plunged into the nightmare of their country
returned to a third-world state. No phones. No computers. No
television. At first, Leeland thinks basic survival is the answer. Until
he crosses the path of the wrong guy... Someone who wants to do
more than just survive...
The Deal Feiwel and Friends

Tells a story about the strange relationship of two migrant
workers who are able to realize their dreams of an easy life until
one of them succumbs to his weakness for soft, helpless
creatures and strangles a farmer's wife.
Exiled Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
A powerful billionaire who always gets what he wants. An innocent
protégée who will explore the darkest reaches of her own desire.
Experience their intoxicating tale-now available for the first time as a
complete saga... Anything He Wants Lucy Delacourt's temp position isn't
quite her dream job but it pays the bills. The highlight of her day is riding
the elevator in the mornings with a handsome stranger. But everything
changes when the stranger seduces her. Completely out of character, she
yields without a fight, but she has no idea her wanton acts with a man
whose name she doesn't know will change her life forever. Because the
sexy stranger is none other than Jeremiah Hamilton, billionaire CEO of
Hamilton Industries, and one taste isn't nearly enough to satisfy his need.
Castaway As the billionaire pulls Lucy deeper into his world of high stakes
business deals and ruthless takeovers, he demands nothing less than her
complete surrender. But Jeremiah has no place in his life for love, and as
Lucy falls deeper for him, she risks having her heart shattered. Making
matters worse, Jeremiah's fiercest rival is determined to steal Lucy's
affection...and to do it, he'll show her the sinister side of Jeremiah's opulent
world. With nowhere to turn and no one to trust, there's only one thing
Lucy knows for sure: she'll never be free from Jeremiah's sweet
possession. "Smoking HOT! Full of secrets, lust, domination, romance,
danger and action. There is so much to like!" -Crazy Four Books
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